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Group therapy for males who sexually abuse can function as a therapeutic “neural exercise” to promote biobehavioral adjustments of several psychosocial processes associated with attachment styles, emotional regulation, stress reactivity, and social relationships. As social mammals, our nervous systems are designed to automatically evaluate risk and safety in any given situation or interpersonal encounter. This is not learned, nor are we aware of neural cues that trigger either our positive feelings of safety or negative feelings of danger and threat. When safety is detected, a bias toward social engagement behaviors is primed for activation. If there are no cues of safety, a bias toward defensive mobilization (fight/flight) or defensive immobilization (freezing or becoming numb) is primed for activation. This workshop will describe an array of practical neural-based techniques that group therapists can use in sex offense-specific groups to activate and maintain the innate bias toward social engagement, while averting the activation of defensive responses.

Learning Goals:
• This workshop will emphasize experiential learning of practical hands-on techniques for running effective groups for males who sexually abuse.
• We will review the recent theory of neuroception that shows how the human nervous system is sensitive not only to physical environment but also to human social cues, such as the intentionality of movements, which can either trigger or dampen defensive physiological reactivity. In a safe environment, the nervous system is no longer vigilant for danger, and a qualitative shift in physiological state occurs that activates social engagement and is better able to function as a neural platform for facilitating neural circuits involved in optimizing mental and physical health.
• We will then apply the principles of this theory in terms of actual practical techniques that can be used by group therapists.
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